EasySpell.V13 - Vocabulary
Section 1
aerodynamic, aeroplane, aesthetic, aimlessly, auctioneer, authentic, authorise, authority, autograph,
automatic, autosuggestion, auxiliary, bachelors, background, backwards, bacterial, badminton, balancing,
ballerina, banisters, bankruptcy, bankrupts, baptising, barbarian, barbarous, barometer, barricade,
barrister, basements, basically, basketball, battalion, batteries, battlefield, battleship, beautician, beautiful,
beefsteak, beginners, beginning, behaviour, behaviourism, believable, believers, believing, belonging,
belongings, beneficial, bereavement, betraying, bewitched, bibliography, bibliophile, bicyclist, bilingual,
binocular, binoculars, biochemistry, biographer, biography.
Section 2
biological, biologist, biotechnology, birdhouse, birthmark, birthplace, bodyguard, bookseller, bookstore,
boomerang, borderline, botanical, boundless, boyfriend, bulldozer, butterfly, buttonhole, cafeteria,
calculate, calculation, calculator, calendars, camcorder, camouflage, cancellation, cancelled, candidate,
candlestick, cannibals, capability, capillary, capitalism, capitalist, cappuccino, capricious, captivate,
captivity, carbohydrate, carbonate, cardboard, carefully, carelessly, carnation, carpenter, carpentry,
cartilage, cartoonist, cartridge, casserole, catalogue, catapults, cataracts, catastrophe, catechism,
caterpillar, cathedral, cauliflower, cautiously.
Section 3
ceaseless, celebrate, celebration, celebrity, cellulose, censorship, centenary, centimetre, centralise,
centrally, centuries, certainly, certainty, certificate, certified, cigarette, circulate, circulation, circumcise,
circumcision, civilisation, coagulate, cockroach, coexistence, collaborate, collarbone, colleague,
collection, collector, collision, colloquial, colonialism, colourful, combatant, combination, comfortable,
commander, commandment, commercial, commission, commitment, committed, committee, commodity,
communicate, communication, communion, communism, communist, community, companion,
comparable, compartment, compatible, compelling, compensate, compensation, competent, competition,
competitor.
Section 4
complaint, completely, completion, complexion, complexity, complication, compliment, component,
compositor, compressor, compromise, compulsive, concealed, conceited, concentrate, conception,
concerned, conclusion, condemned, condition, conditional, condolence, conductor, conference,
confession, confidence, confident, confidential, confirmation, confiscate, conformist, confrontation,
confusing, confusion, congratulate, connected, connection, conqueror, conscience, conscious,
conservative, considerable, considerate, consistent, consonant, conspiracy, conspirator, constancy,
constantly, constellation, constipation, constitution, construct, construction, constructor, consultant,
container, contemporary.
Section 5
continent, continual, continuity, continuous, contradict, contribute, contribution, controversy, convenient,
conveniently, conversation, conversion, converter, convulsion, copyright, corkscrew, cormorant,
corpulent, correction, correctly, correspond, correspondent, corrosion, corrosive, corrup0ted,
corruption, cosmopolitan, countless, countryside, culminate, cultivate, curiosity, curiously, curriculum,
daffodils, dangerous, daredevil, dashboard, debatable, deceitful, deceivers, deceptive, decisions,
declaration, declining, decompose, decorated, decoration, decorative, decorator, decreased, dedicated,

deducting, defeating, defective, defenceless, defendant, defensive, deficiency, deficient.
Section 6
definitely, definition, deformation, degradation, dehydrate, deliberately, delicious, delighted, delightful,
delirious, democracy, demolition, demonstrate, demonstration, demoralise, dentistry, deodorant,
departure, dependable, dependent, deportation, deporting, depressant, depressed, depression, depressive,
deprivation, dermatitis, descended, description, desirable, desirably, desperate, desperately, desperation,
destination, destinies, destruction, detachable, detachment, detection, detergent, deteriorate, determine,
determined, detonation, detouring detoxification, devastate, devastating, developed, developing,
development, devotedly, diabolical, diagnosis, diagnostic, diaphragm.
Section 7
diarrhoea, dictation, dictionary, dietician, difference, different, difficult, difficulty, digestion, dignified,
diligence, dimension, diplomacy, diplomatic, direction, disability, disadvantage, disappear, disappoint,
disappointed, disappointment, disastrous, disbelief, disbelieve, discharge, disciplinary, discipline,
disclosure, discolour, discomfort, disconnect, discourage, discovery, discretion, discrimination,
discussion, disguised, disgusting, disharmony, dishonest, dishonesty, dishwasher, disinfect, disinfectant,
dislocate, dismantle, dismissal, dismissed, disobedient, displacement, disqualification, disqualify,
dissatisfaction, distasteful, distinctive, distinguish, distinguishable, distraction, distribute, distribution.
Section 8
distributor, diversity, dizziness, documentary, documentation, downstairs, duplicate, earthquake,
earthworm, eucalyptus, facetious, factories, factually, faculties, fairground, fairyland, faithfully, fanatical,
fanaticism, fantasies, fantastic, farmhouse, fascinate, fascination, fashionable, faultless, favourite, fearfully,
ferocious, ferryboat, fertilise, fertiliser, fertility, feudalism, fibreglass, fictional, filtration, financial,
fingernail, fingerprint, fingertip, firehouse, fireproof, fireworks, firmament, fisherman, focussing,
foolishly, footballer, footprint, forbidden, foreigner, foresight, forgetful, forgettable, forgiveness,
forgotten, formality.
Section 9
formation, formulate, fortification, fortnight, fortunate, foundation, fulfilment, functional, fundamental,
furiously, furniture, furthermore, futuristic, galleries, gamekeeper, gangsters, gardeners, gardening,
gathering, generally, generated, generation, generator, generosity, genetically, gentleman, genuinely,
geography, geologist, geometric, germinate, girlfriend, goalkeeper, godfather, godmother, godparent,
goldfinch, goldsmith, gooseberry, governess, government, guarantee, guerrilla, guesthouse, guidelines,
guillotine, guiltless, guitarist, gunpowder, habitable, hailstorm, hairbrush, hairdresser, hairstyle,
hallucinate, hamburger, handcuffs, handicapped, handshake, handstand.
Section 10
handwriting, hangnails, happening, happiness, harassing, harassment, hardiness, harmfully, harmonica,
harmonise, haystacks, hazardous, hazelnuts, headlight, headmaster, headphones, headstone, healthful,
heartbeat, heartless, helicopter, helpfully, hepatitis, heretical, hesitancy, hesitation, hibernate, hideously,
hilarious, hippopotamus, historian, historical, holocaust, homeopathy, honeycomb, honeymoon,
hopefully, horizontal, horrified, horseshoe, hospitality, hostility, housewife, housework, hovercraft,
humanitarian, humankind, humiliate, humiliation, hunchback, hurricane, ionosphere, jealously, jellyfish,
jeopardise, jewellery, journalism, journalist.
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